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In Vancouver to attend 
Commercial and Industrial 
Symposium and Trade 
Jean Peart of Health Canada 
to present the latest govern-
word on hemp to the public. 
"Health Canada's involvement 
nothing to so with narcotic 
" she asserted to the 
of hemp lovers. "Health 
will develop hemp regula-
she promised, emphasizing 
"regulation is the only feasible 
a mix of dreads and suits, 
with agribusinessmen, 
meeting with marketers. 
were impassioned with the 
of the weed. 
"Canada is so much farther 
than the US on hemp," said 
urr'"'~'" from the Mendocino 
"said Eugene's Bruce 
of Sow Much Hemp. 
are really dragging their 
r 
at the border on fees and duties to 
get his goods, mostly colourful 
hemp yam, across the border. 
"Almost everything I have," he 
said. Like him, most of the exhibi-
tors were hoping to make new 
contacts within the industry and 
get better deals on distributing and 
importing hemp. 
"Our biggest customers are from 
Europe and the States," said 
Jonathan Zhang of Effort Industries 
of Scarborough, Ontario, represent-
ing mainland China's Hemp· 
"but Canada's looking 
good. There is more response than I 
thought there would be today. " 
When asked about the high retail 
prices of hemp goods, Zhang 
agreed that importing fees account 
for some of that cost. "Usually it's a 
9% tariff (US) for the raw fibre, and 
between 23-25% for all clothing." 
Although hemp has a wealth of 
applications, from paper to food to 
textiles to manufacturing fibre, the 
trade show was textile-dominated. 
Colourful fabrics and cool, casual 
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cuts filled the trade room. Thurs-
day afternoon even saw a catwalk 
fashion show. Wholesome models 
wearing wholesome clothes 
displayed the Kool-Aid fashion 
sense of hemp for 1997. There was 
a lot of range. (Some of it looked 
like leftover costumes worn by 
Cornelius in those Planet of the 
Apes movies.) 
The biggest disappointment was 
the forestry sector's no show. A few 
internet bookmarks pushing 
forestry webpage addresses made 
their way around, but otherwise it 
was up to Victoria's Ecosource 
paper and Vancouver's Green Man 
Paper Mill to show the way for 
pulp and paper. 
One of the most welcome 
exhibits belonged to The Green V 
Organic Juice Bar Cafe. They 
offered a delicious buffet of 
hempen snacks, chocolates and a 
hemp oil based vegetable dip that 
could possibly take over the known 
universe. (That's how good it was.) 
"We've been so busy here at our 
juice bar," said B-rad of Kitsilano 
Hemp Company. "I haven't been 
able to get to the symposium and 
hear the speakers." 
Ian Hunter, of Vancouver 
Island's Sacred Herb, was on hand 
at the trade show, promoting the 
Hemp Council, a coalition of 
"tokers" and "ropers" active in 
their communities. "Hemp com-
bines business and protest," he 
said. "The hemp industry brings 
both mind and spirit together and 
does away with the consumer 
culture that is killing th_e earth." He 
spoke of the budding plans of 
various communities to plant hemp 
on Vancouver Island this summer, 
regardless of the status of federal 
regulations. Much as mayor Brian 
Taylor of Grand Forks has done in 
the Kootenays. 
Though the symposium was not 
a smoke-in, and concerned itself 
with industrial hemp, some 
attendees were uncomfortable with 
the distinction being made between 
hemp and marijuana regarding 
THC levels. Many saw the cutoff 
line of 0.3% THC content as 
arbitrary and unrealistic. "You can 
smoke a field of hemp and you 
won't get high. Why do we need to 
make these distinctions and have 
these costly regulations?" asked 
one crusty white-haired fella. 
As for Health Canada's Peart, 
she had a very narrow message: 
regulatory framework only. The 
continued on page 5 
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Anonymous 
Editorial 
Measles. The red Menace of the Nineties. You have to love the hyper bole that swarms around this topic like .. ~ swarming thing. Measles strikes terror into the heart of the stoutest individual. You can 
hide but it will find you in the place where you lie cowering with the 
bedclothes pulled tight over your head. At least, that's what we're sup-
posed to believe. 
We at the Conspiracy see a motive behind the First Cause's first cause, 
so we find it quite possible, in fact probable, that there is a govern-
ment plot to genetically tag all of us with microscopic tracers. We've 
all seen enough X-files episodes to realize that the government has only 
the most nefarious intentions at heart. Imagine: unbeknownst to us, the 
government obtains our desperately willing participation through a clever 
ruse--all of us tagged subcutaneously, all of the tags visible to special 
sensors set up at the airport and in all government buildings, each of 
them specially coded for each of us. It's possible? No, we say! It is 
certain! It has happened! It's too late! 
In this world of biological paranoia and disease hyper-awareness, it is 
a deadly certainty that these things have not come to dominate our con-
sciousness by accident. We are the Doomed and we are being manipulated by 
To Kim Of 316: Fly With Me the Screwheads. This has been brought to you by the Conspiracy. Join us before it's too late for you too. Or stay alone and stare at the en-
croaching darkness of your own ignorance as it encloses your fragile 
consciousness .... There is a dove who turns north in winter. 
It flies toward the inhospitable to perch on a winter tree. 
There its silhouette is lost against the white of the snow; 
To any other winter creature, it is formless. 
by Andrew Marclumd 
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Part II of Ill 
W hen Candace and I decided to disguise our real identities, we didn't 
anticipate meeting someone we 
actually cared about. I mean, the 
relationships with people you 
develop with people while travel-
ling are like commodities. You use 
them for a smashing time, know-
ing that once you get on that train, 
boat, or wagon, their faces will 
d issolve as the landscape blurs in 
your vision. But Joiwind is 
different. I think it's damn hilari-
ous that she's brought her chemis-
try textbooks with her, stuffed into 
her jumbo backpack. Like she's 
getting any studying done. 
If Joiwind finds 
out about our 
identity switch, 
she'll think we're 
batty. Besides, these 
past four or five days 
of heavy drinking have 
given us the opportunity to 
really click. Over mouthfuls of 
stuffed tomatoes, through watery 
glasses brimming with retsina, she 
told us about a pitfall she had in 
Israel a month back. 
"I don' t know why I'm telling 
you guys this, but some harsh shit 
went down in Israel. I met this guy 
at a bar, he was the bartender. We 
partied all night, got super drunk, 
----------LBnBts Daaradhor: 
Though The Other Press may not 
acknowledge the death of Deng 
Xiaoping (why would it) I feel I 
should write down my thoughts 
on his passing. And I feel a 
student newspaper is the proper 
place to do it. After all, isn't a 
student newspaper the most 
relevant forum with which to 
recognize the single most 
despicable student murderer that 
the 20th century has so far 
produced? (Oh, What about Pol 
Pot? -Ed.) 
Apparently, Deng had done a 
lot of good things. Apparently, 
he did have a conscience: his 
reluctance to go along with the 
Cultural Revolution effectively 
exiled him to the countryside for 
years. When he eventually did 
reappear, his reforms helped 
transform the entire country. The 
reforms were risky, but they did 
succeed, and probably saved a 
few lives in the process. 
The people then attempted 
some reforms of their own. Deng 
had an answer for them. 
While there has been argu-
ments as to who was responsible 
for turning Tiananmen Square 
into an abattoir on that June 
night in '89, Deng did play a 
role. If it was Li Peng and not 
Deng who ordered the slaughter, 
Deng certainly didn't make a 
move to stop it. He might have 
been busy playing bridge at the 
time, but his presence (or lack of 
it) in some way facilitated the 
deaths of hundreds of unarmed 
student protesters . 
If there is any sadness hover-
ing about the death of Deng, it is 
only that Deng didn't die 
properly. The only fitting way 
for the man to die would be a la 
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and ended up back at his 
place," she grimaces and 
takes a long drag off her 
Marlboro. "So we spent the 
night together ... didn't use a 
condom. A month later I leave 
the doctor's office pregnant with a 
raging case of gonorrhoea." 
"Oh ... my ... God ... " in unison. 
"And it's sort of ironic that I 
should say I'm lucky, but I was-
because of my family's position 
there. Ended up I had to decide 
whether to tell them everything 
about my situation, or go back to 
the States. Here I am." 
Think about what this means for 
her. She decided to keep on 
trucking, keep travelling. And it 
isn't as frivolous as most people 
might think. Joiwind's decision to 
tell her family about her pregnancy 
in order to keep travelling means 
that this person has an incredible 
capacity to cope as well as a 
copious amount of self-worth. And 
this is what life is all about: coping. 
She could have gone back to 
America and wallowed in her 
sorrows. But I call this the victim 
syndrome. Those people who can't 
get past their own problems are 
people I have no time for. We're all 
just specks of dust in an immense 
universe, anyway, right? 
End of part two 
deserved to be shot like a dog. 
A sympathetic person would 
look at Deng as a tragic hero, 
whose flaws led him to 
Tiananmen. Jan Wong said on 
the news last night that 
Tiananrnen was a mistake. It was 
a mistake, but it was a calculated 
political act which led to the 
deaths and detentions of thou-
sands. 
For such a promising man to 
s become such a cold-blooded 
~~~~~!if~~ ~li!!I~'-"'~U.s f murderer (or fully-knowledge-
Ceaucescu: by fi ring squad, a 
firing squad consisting of 
students left disabled by the 
treads of tanks and the bullets of 
the People's Republic. Deng 
J1 able accomplice), then to follow ! up that act with the soulless 
0 quote "To become rich is glori-
lous" shows exactly how far the 
man fell . He has probably landed 
now, and I hope he is laying 
prostrate on the floor of Hell, 
with only the arrival of Li Peng 
to look forward to. I hope he is 
not lonely for long. 
TerranceYu 
News 
Appealing news 
Education Council gains important rights for 
student appealers 
by Jim ChlibOyko deal with instructors at that level, 
coming to this meeting, everybody 
At an education council is in business suits, sitting around meeting last Monday the conference table and all of a night, Douglas College sudden, they are supposed to 
students won some important present their case articulately 
freedoms in the appeals process. without being too nervous to 
Says Vice President External Jaimie misspeak." 
McEvoy, ''We have a better appeals McEvoy elaborated, ''We 
process. Students--will get a little agreed that the student would still 
more support if they want it." assume the primary responsibility, 
Among the improvements made but we now say that students can 
were amendments concerning receive assistance from the College 
student representation and the - counsellor, from the 
length of time it takes appeals to be Ombudsperson, from the First 
heard. The maximum amount of Nations coordinator, the Women's 
time that an appeal will now be centre coordinator, from the 
allowed to take is 30 days, after disabled student services coordina-
which a student's appeal will be tor .... " 
granted automatically. And when there isn't the 
The gains made in student administration/ student caste 
representation are particularly getting in the way of things, then 
important. Previously, students there are other differences particu-
could be accompanied into the lar to a multi-cultural society like 
appeals hearing by a representa- Canada. ''There are some ethnic 
tive. But accompanying was all the communities in this college who 
representative could do, according traditionally deal with this type of 
to College Ombudsperson Ernest adversarial situation differently 
Jilg. ''What happened was that than we, our mainstream culture, 
once the hearing started, the do," said Jilg, who continued: "A 
person who accompanied the person whose background may be 
student could not speak, couldn't Buddhist or Baha'i, they aren't 
even speak to the student, which particularly equipped to deal with 
was entirely unacceptable. Here this [type of adversarial situa-
you have a student who doesn't tion]." 
deal with administration, doesn't Jilg offered the example of First 
~- o .. 
Nations people's use of mediators 
in situations such as an appeal 
hearing. Now that the rules have 
changed, First Nations coordinator 
Betsy Bruyere, for example, can 
accompany a First Nations student 
into an appeals hearing. There had 
been no provision for that before, 
~xplained Jilg. 
What controversy there 
seemed to be at the meeting 
concerned the introduction of a 
late amendment, and resistance 
from some members of faculty 
concerning the appeal process 
itself. Apparently, some members 
of faculty didn't want their 
judgement to be called into 
question. This didn't impress the 
Ombudsperson. ''We're all human 
beings. An instructor can err. And 
to have anything where their 
subjective assessment is immune to 
revision, I don't think is reason-
able." 
Both Jilg and MacEvoy seem 
pleased by the improvements. Says 
Jilg, ''The process, by and large, 
works okay, I think it will work a 
lot better now that we've ad-
dressed some of the points." 
As for McEvoy, he said that "In 
the end, it worked out fine, and I 
think we have a better appeals 
process. Students will get a little 
more support if they want it." 
Gustafsen Lake Trial resumes 
Defendants finally get their day in court 
by Doug Whitlow 
Life in courtroom no. 7 has carried 
on despite Bruce Oark' s return to 
the West Coast. On Wednesday, 
February 19,1997, the defendants 
finally went on the defensive, 
beginning the task of delivering 
their version of events to the jury. 
Speculation had been mounting 
as to the where-abouts of Oark and 
whether or not he would show up 
for court. Oark did return to 
Vancouver early in the week, but 
was arrested on outstanding 
warrants before he could get off the 
plane. He is presently in jail in 100 
Mile House. It should be mentioned 
that, even if he were able to practice 
law in BC, Oark would not be the 
lawyer of choice for all the defend-
ants. Some of the defendants have 
said they consider him merely a 
"glory seeker'' with his own agenda 
for wanting to aid First Nations 
people in legal matters. 
Back in the courtroom, George 
Wool opened the proceedings by 
addressing the jury and laying out 
his defense plan. He told the jury 
how many witnesses would be 
called and what he presumed they 
would say. He further stated he 
would prove several RCMP 
members deliberately lied under 
oath. In addition, he said he would 
show proof that a few of the 
defendants, in particular Joseph 
Ignace, were not in the camp when 
the incidents they are charged with 
occurred. 
Wool then called Barry William 
Holden as his first witness. Holden 
spent many years camping at 
Gustafsen Lake and never came 
into conflict with any native people 
in the area. He said he met Percy 
Rosette only once and was in-
formed of the sundance and asked 
to please respect it. 
On Thursday, George Wool 
called RCMP Corporal John Ward 
to the stand. Ward is Sgt. 
Montague's assistant and was 
questioned by Wool and William 
Ignace regarding bullet holes in 
police flak-jackets. A video was 
shown of Ward, Montague and 
S the FBI psychologist Dr. Mike 
, f Webster describing how the 
· , ;g holes could have been shot into 
B the vests on the rifle range. The 
~ men made a reference to the fact 
· d BC h · z that it was impossible to find What can we say? In a bzzzare turn of events, Bruce Clark returne ·to t zs , th . ck ts 
. . "volunteers to wear e Ja e week; facing contempt of court charges, he hopes to represent Wolvenne m court 
Students Invade GU 
Guelph- Guelph University students, moved to action by the 
province's announcement of a 10% discretionary tuition in-
crease, have joined a province wide movement against the hike 
by securing themselves inside the University Presidential office. 
At about eight o'clock this morning, 17 students moved into 
the fourth floor offices of President Mordechai Rozanski and 
chained the doors closed behind them in peaceful protest of the 
tuition raise. 
They join similar University of Toronto and University of York 
protests which have been in progress since earlier in the week. 
"Students are starting to take harsher actions because our voices 
have not been heard elsewhere," says Kirsten Middleton, 
External Commissioner for the Central Student Association. 
In the last ten years, tuition fees have increased by 140%. They 
were raised by 20% in the last year alone. This year, Minister of 
Education John Snobelen has levelled another 10% increase, as 
well as increasing the OSAP forgiveness level by $1000, adding 
to students' already heavy debt. 
The students are making several demands, including: 
• A meeting with senior administration and members of the 
Board of Governors to discuss tuition levels 
• A complete tuition freeze for 1997-1998 
• That President Rozanski publicly denounce the discretionary 
increase 
Middleton encourages students at other universities to get 
involved. 
"Enough is enough. It's time to start re-investing in our 
educations." 
Student aid appllcauons snrocket on the 
Rock 
by Sean Ryan 
STJOHN'S, Nfld. (CUP)- Newfoundland student aid applica-
tions shot up by 26% for the current academic year, bringing the 
total number of students in the province relying on loans to more 
than 17000. 
The 3700-person increase means that about half of Newfound-
land's post secondary education students rely on student aid. As 
well, roughly 33% of all applicants qualified for the maximum 
amount of student aid, a ten percent hike over last year. 
Provincial Student Aid Director Heywood Harris called this a 
"very sizable increase" and blames it on a combination of rising 
enrollment and higher tuition fees. 
"Obviously there are more people going back to school and 
there are more people accessing student loans in doing so," he 
said, adding that even if enrollment had stayed the same, loan 
rates probably would have increased. 
But Dale Kirby, the Newfoundland representative for the 
Canadian Federation of Students, blames various levels of govern- , 
ment for the increasing number of students who need loans to 
attend school. 
"I think all we have to do is look back at [last year's] federal and 
provincial budgets," he said. "They increased the fees and anyone 
with a clue would see that this is an actual effect of the increase. 
"Tuition costs in Newfoundland for colleges and [university] 
will increase again with this next provincial budget and the trend 
will follow suit." 
Kirby says that a youth unemployment rate at about 17%-
almost twice the national average-and rising education costs 
ensure this trend will continue for quite some time. He also said 
the end result will be an increase in the average student debt, 
currently hovering around $20 000. 
''Post secondary education is underfunded and the student aid 
program is not working," he said. 
in the face of "live fire." The jackets 
were supposedly worn by members 
of an ERT (RCMP emergency 
response) team that had come 
under "terrorist'' fire. 
No final date has been set for 
concluding the trial, and no one 
appears to know exactly how many 
defense witnesses will be called. 
However, one thing is certain. The 
taxpayers of BC will receive a bill in 
the tens of millions of dollars for 
something that should never have 
occurred at all. 
News 
Student Board reps study bingo 
by Jim 0\liboyko 
T he student members of the Douglas College Board have 
polled IX students for their 
opinions on gambling. Board 
members Jaimie McEvoy and 
Chantelle Desharnais found 
students were heavily in 
favour of adopting TV Bingo 
as a means of funding for 
Douglas College. 
The SUI'Vey handout 
summarized the funding 
issue before asking the 
question: "The Douglas 
College Foundation, the 
fundraising arm of the 
college, has requested advice 
from the College Board on 
the advisability of being 
involved in TV Bingo as a 
means of raising funds for 
the college. Bingo cards 
would be sold in stores and 
the bingo game would be 
broadcast on television, 
similar to what is done with 
Lotto 649, etc." 
"Some feel that these new 
funds could be a benefit to 
the college, others do not 
wish the college to be 
associated with a gambling 
activity." 
The poll, according to 
McEvoy and Desharnais, 
was conducted "in our 
classes, library, cafeteria." 
McEvoy and Desharnais 
also collected the students' 
comments, both pro and con. 
All were anonymous. 
AJnongthecommentsin 
favour: 
"Money is money-we 
students need all we can 
get!" 
"I think that the college is 
just like a hospital. Since 
Royal Columbia Hospital has 
had similar activities before, 
the college may also perform 
these activities." 
"Get some blackjack tables 
as well." 
"I think that they can have 
their free choice of playing 
the games or not; therefore, I 
think it's ok to have that." 
"In these tough economic 
times, filled with govern-
ment cutbacks, I believe 
colleges and other post 
secondary institutions 
should be run as a business 
with the goal of survivial 
and giving its customers the 
best possible products. This 
may include activities such 
as stated above [TV Bingo]!" 
''If it goes through, get 
some heating for the con-
course!!" 
"We need more$ for our 
college-technology is 
lacking." 
"If it lowers tuition and 
book costs, go for it." 
''If it will help in having a 
better selection in Summer 
course selecion. I don't see a 
problem in this, as long as it 
benefits the students' 
education." 
AJnongthecomments 
opposed: 
"I don't feel an educational 
institution such as a college 
should use gambling as a 
means of fundraising. What 
about research, and looking 
for support from companies, 
something that will give 
students experience and 
valuable skills." 
'There are other ways to 
raise funds." 
"Gambling is an addic-
tion-and as a student I 
could not promote this 
activity and furthermore, 
what would be the cost for 
these funds, would freedom 
of expression be sold out to 
the bureaucrats that control 
the bingo funds, eg, progra 
courses that they would or 
would not be willing to fund 
'There are better ways to 
raise money. Where exactly 
does the money go anyways 
This should be clearer if you 
want people to vote?" 
"Redistribute funds that 
are used to pay for adminis-
trative framework." 
And lastly, the cryptic 
comment, "A really good 
slice of pie has no need for 
chiffon." 
Federal budget: mixed results for students 
by Stu Clark 
OTTAWA (CUP)- The Liberal government's pre-election 
budget is good news for students, but does little to solve 
Canada's lagging unemployment problem, says the coun-
Top student leader. he budget's main "It's much better than proposal for long- their previous three budg-term job creation ets," said a visibly pleased 
consists of making post Lavigne of the Liberal's 
secondary education more financial plan. Lavigne and 
affordable and increasing the CFS have spent the last 
ued low interest rates will 
eventually lead to job 
creation. 
But critics were quick to 
point out the budget doesn't 
promise to keep interest 
rates low and it doesn't 
address the Liberal's policy 
on inflation-a policy that 
has been criticized for 
driving interest rates up to 
artificially high levels. 
funding for research and three years in a non-stop war The budget, expected to be 
the Liberal's last before an 
election this spring, shows 
the government doesn't 
know how to create jobs, say 
labour leaders and members 
of the opposition. Both 
Preston Manning and Jean 
Charest said they look 
forward to fighting the 
Liberals on job creation. 
development. of words with the Liberals 
Starting next year, the over cuts to education 
education tax credit for full- spending. 
time students will jump While this budget still 
from $100 to $150 per month. leaves the government 
The credit will increase to paying billions of dollars 
$200 per month in 1998. The less for education than 
government will also extend before the Liberals took 
the existing tuition tax credit office, Lavinge is pleased 
to include all mandatory fees Martin has stopped his fiscal 
charged by universities- assault on social programs. 
except student association "It's not going to help 
fees. stem the cuts from the last 
The change will increase 
student tax credits by more 
than 30%, according to the 
Ministry of Finance. 
As well as increased tax 
credits, students will get a 
longer interest-free grace 
period after graduation, 
before they have to start 
paying off their student 
loans. The grace period 
increases to three years from 
18 months. 
While the tax credits are 
good news for students, they 
won't do much to bring 
down Canada's nearly ten 
percent unemployment rate 
or its 17% youth unemploy-
ment rate, says Brad 
Lavigne, national chair of 
the Canadian Federation of 
Students. 
three budgets or create jobs, 
but it will provide some 
short-term relief for students 
who are already in the 
system." 
Lavigne is also pleased 
with Liberal plans to spend 
$800-rnillion improving 
research facilities at post 
secondary institutions and 
affiliated hospitals. 
"That money will go a 
long way to reinvest in our 
research and development 
infrastructure," he said, 
adding the commitment to 
research has to be a long-
term strategy to be success-
ful. 
In his budget speech, 
Martin credited low interest 
rates for improving the 
economy, and said contin-
"On the jobs front, 
Canadians are not further 
ahead-they are further 
behind," Manning told a 
throng of reporters. 
Canadian Labour Con-
gress president Bob White 
says Martin missed an 
opportunity to show 
Canadians he is serious 
about helping the unem-
ployed. 
"The reality is there 
should not be dancing in the 
streets-this is not a good 
news budget," the promi-
nent union boss said. 
"They promised people 
that jobs would be the 
number one issue, they said 
they would get at the deficit 
by creating jobs, but we have 
almost as many people 
unemployed as we had 
when the Liberals were 
elected. 
We've been hit! tr 
' 4' Douglas takes two uppercuts £roi , 
by Jim Chliboyko & ing two Douglas College o1e elementary school 
Holly Keyes students, according to studruth~v,e"C<:fu}e down 
~~-m~nmm~~••••••~m•••m•••••~ 1 Post secondary education played a large role in Paul 1 
I Martin's federal budget. I 
I Some highlights: I 
I • Education tax credit for full-time students will increase from $1 00 I 
I to $150 per month. It will go up to $200 per month in 1998. I 
1 • Tuition tax credit now includes all mandatory fees charged by ~ 
1~ un
5
ivedrsities and colleges e~cept sdtud
1 
ent assdociation feesf. h ~ I • tu ents can now carry torwar a I unuse portions o t ese tax 
credits to future years. I 
E'1 • The interest-free grace period on student loans was extended from I 
i 18 months to three years. ~~ 
&.® • The annual maximum contribution to Registered Education Savings g~ 
1 Plans was doubled to $4000. 1 
I • The government will create the Canadian Foundation for lnnova- i 
«~ tion-an independent body charged with renewing research facilities :w 
t1 at .Post sec?ndary institutions and a!fili~ted hospitals. . .. .. . .. . . . . b 
•••~m••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Ya winsome, 
ya lose some. 
The Douglas College men's 
volleyball team captured gold at 
the Provincial tournament at 
Malaspina this weekend. They're 
off to Quebec for nationals. 
The women fought hard, but in 
the end, they just couldn't make 
it past powerhouse Malaspina, 
who were undefeated in regular 
season play. They come back to 
Douglas with silver, which is 
still pretty darn good. 
For scores and the story, read 
next week's exciting instalment 
of the Other Press. 
Eric Milner Photos 
Vaccination clinics were set up at Douglas College's 
three campuses this past 
week, and the timing could 
have been just a little better: 
the number of BC students 
diagn~~ed with the measles 
has increased to 154, includ-
provin~al heal~ offi<;.er Dr. • wi~~hefe<\~~ce, as ';ell. 
John M1llar. Thfl,m,easles ~\, TetlJ:Ii!ffiallt'tnthe'hospltal, 
spread to other lnstitutidhsf 'l and as qf)f~t~he~ebfve been 
as well: one student at no dea(hs. · '''· 
Kwantlen, three UBC The bulk of the cases still 
students, and one at Vancou- remain at SFU. According to 
ver College. Not just post Millar, 70-80% of Simon 
secondary institutions have Fraser students have been 
had to deal with the virus. vaccinated in their drive, 
One preschool student and which still cpntinues. 
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David La1n 
t's election time again 
un for your lives 
ow many of you are ready to go through the 
pretense of federal election promises? You students 
living in the Tri-Cities are in for one hell of a 
ride. As you already know, Eastern Canada doesn't 
a damn about the West. One third of the Members of 
au•a"'·"'"' are from Ontario. A{\uther quarter are from 
-.!U<=L><::L:, a province with a declining population and birth 
BC has approximately one tenth of the seats found in 
a.tu.au•.ou although we have 15% of Canada's population. 
Are you generally happy with your federal representa-
? If you answered "no" to this question then you 
..,,.oh,.hlv have a fairly good understanding of the Tri-Cities' 
~Ju''""· If you can remember one federal program initiated 
either Coquitlarn, Port Coquitlam or Port Moody in the 
four years you must be suffering the aftermath of Some 
altering substance. As our federal representation is 
the Reform Party, the Tri-Cities' constituencies won't 
a dime because the federal Liberals are strong advocates 
"pork barrel politics". The city of Shawinigan, Quebec, is 
money to build public ice rinks, but a place in BC or 
is lucky if the Prime Minister even acknowledges 
existence. 
Several weeks ago, a Gallup Poll found in The Vancouver 
indicated that 45% of Canadians would be willing to 
endorse the Liberals for another term in office. I would like 
to know how many of these people originate from Vancou-
ver's suburbs. 
The Progressive Conservatives are gaining strength once 
again. After the 1993 election, this party was reduced to two 
seats. Some people suggested we had seen the last of the 
once powerful Tories. The Reform candidates in the Tri-
Cities region had better watch their backs, because with the 
rise of the Conservatives comes a splitting of the right wing 
vote. Currently; the Conservatives have 19% of the popular 
vote and the Reformers have 11%. 
This brings us to the federal NDP party. It is a recent 
phenomenon, in the Tri-Cities, to have a right wing Member 
of Parliament and a left wing Member of the Legislative 
Assembly. This quirk should not amaze anyone. British 
Columbians, by nature, do not trust the status quo. Two 
examples are: federally with Brian "one million dollars 
richer'' Mulroney and provincially with Bill "Fantasy 
Gardens" Vander Zalm. Is it possible for a federal NDP 
candidate to become elected in the area surrounding 
Coquitlam? It happened in 1988 when Joy Langan was 
elected in Port Coquitlam. How many people actually know 
that Alexa McDonnough is the leader of the federal NDP 
Party? I am guessing that very few people have even heard 
of her. This lack of recognition is the NDP's main problem, 
and if it persists, the NDP will fade into oblivion. Currently, 
Student Rush Ni flts! 
... Exclusive savings of 50% ott tor tJncouver 
Canucks & Grizzlies games 
BRING IT ON. 
Vancouver Canucks 
vs. San Jose Sharks 
hu .• Mar 20 • 7:00 pm 
Vancouver Canucks 
vs. Mighty Ducks of Anaheim 
Wed .• Mar. 26 • 7:00 pm 
Come on in. 
~w.:..-vancouver Grizzlies 
vs. Utah Jazz 
., Mar. 2 • 12;00 noon 
Vancouver Grizzlies 
vs. New Jersey Nets 
Thu., Mar. 6 • 7;00 pm 
~Vancouver Grizzlies lill1!i!im vs. Denver Nuggets 
Fri., Mar. 21 • 7;00 pm 
Tickets start from ·ust 
12.75 
Present your valid student photo identification - anytime up to an hour and a 
half (90 minutes) prior to gametime - at any TicketMaster outlet or at the Orca 
Bay Box Office at General Motors Place (Gate 10). 
Discount applies to prices ranging from $18.25 - $53.00 for the Grizzlies, and $40.25 & $47.75 only 
for the Canucks. Limit of four tickets per student per game ·while quantities last. Prices include GST 
but are subject to applicable service cnarges. Offer only good for games listed on this flyer. Offer can-
not be combined with any other promotion. 
ten percent approve of their beliefs. 
I would mention the Bloc Quebecois but there is no valid 
reason to do so. A BQ MP would never run outside of 
Quebec, so why bother legitimizing the party? 
Thursday, February 18, the. federal budget was released by 
Paul Martin, the Finance Minister of Canada. The contents 
of this budget were expected. It is an election budget. This 
means there is no significant change in the way the Liberals 
will be operating. They will not be opening the Canadian 
wallet because Paul Martin is semi-committed to deficit 
reduction. Translation: the youth of the nation will not be 
given created jobs. The Liberals have stated that there will 
be no new taxes. This is mighty generous of the duplicitous, 
lying bastards. One week ago, it was announced that 
Canada Pension Plan contributions would be increased by 
an average of ten percent. Is this not a tax? Private citizens 
being forced to pay more money into a dying pension plan: 
sounds like a tax to me. 
My advice to all the political animals out there: don't give 
up hope. Eventually, a decent leader with the characteristics 
of a philosopher-king will come along and society will be 
saved. If you believe that statement, you are probably happy 
with Jean Chretien and there is no hope for you. Let the 
tyranicallitany ensue. 
Hemp lives 
... continued from cover 
thrust of her presentation at no time did Peart mention 
was to outline the Byzantine how long the process would 
processes needed for actually take. Unfortunately, 
government to legalize the no one else from the federal 
growing of hemp as an government was on hand to 
industrial commodity in discuss the government's 
Canada. These include intra- role and views on hemp 
and inter-governme.tttal · "'and/or marijuana. Many 
consulting, public consu1ta- ' questions raised during the 
tion, committee work and symposium, and on the trade 
law drafting. .,, ·show floor remain unan-
Emphasizing!hat re- } i swered. · 
search farming only would '•. i PeaJ::t admitted the 
be permitted untillegisla- government moves slowly: 
tion was formalized, Peart ,, "One good ~hing [about this · 
faced the immense frustra- kind of proCess] is that once 
tion of farmers and hemp- regulations !ire changed, 
lovers during qti;estion ' they are very hard to change 
period. · back." 
"Will you bu~t· me if I .,,;· The Symposium was an 
grow it?" a man yelled from · exciting time for anyone in 
the audience. He had been * love with Cannabis sativa. 
frustrated by the red tape The hemp industry may 
encountered while trying to have its activist roots, but as 
get a hemp license from the events of the conference 
Health Canada. have shown, it has certainly 
While the government has not outgrown them. For the 
said that regulations could near future, hemp will heed 
be in place as early as 1998, is adherents as much as 
Future shows and symposiums planned on an international 
level are coming up in Germany (Bioresource Hemp 97, 
February 27-March 2), Hawaii (Hawaiian Hemp and Health 
Global Exposition June 13--15), and Seattle (Hempfest/trade 
show, July sometime, maybe contact your local hempery for 
the days). 
And if you want to find out what Health Canada is doing 
about legalizing Hemp, and you want to get involved in the 
public consultation, surf in at www.hwcca/hpb/drugs. or 
write: 
Manager, 
Hemp Research Project, 
Bureau of Drug Surveillance, 
Health Canada. 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KIA1B9 
or Fax: (613) 954-6524 
or Phone(613) 952-7738 
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The University of Northern British Columbia 
is now in its third full year of operations, and 
will continue its major expansion in 1997. Our 
- . award-winning central campus at Prince George 
is in the process of doubling its numbers of 
students. . . be a part of this great new enterprise. 
BACHELORS PROGRAMS 
• Anthropology, BA 
• Biology, BSc, with majors in: 
-Biology 
-Fisheries 
-Plant Science 
-Wildlife 
• Business Administration, 
B. Comm, with majors in: 
-Accounting 
-Finance 
-General Business 
-International Business 
-Marketing 
• Chemistry, BSc 
• Computer Science, BSc 
• Economics, UA 
• English, BA 
• Environmental 
Studies, l3A, BSc 
• Environmental Science, USc 
with majors in: 
-Environmental Planning 
-Environmental Science 
• First Nations Studies, BA 
• General Arts, UA 
• General Sciences, BSc 
• Geography, BA, BSc 
• History, BA 
• International Studies, BA 
• Mathematics, BSc 
• Natural Resources 
Management, BSc, 
with majors in: 
-Forestty 
-Fisheries 
-Wildlife 
-Resource Recreation 
and Towism 
• Northern Studies (Minor) 
• Nursing, 
-Post-Diploma Baccalaureate 
- Collabordtive BSN 
• Philosophy 
(Minor) 
• Physics, BSc 
• Political 
Science,BA 
• Psychology, BSc 
• Resource-Based 
Tourism 
• Russian Studies 
(Minor) 
• Social Work, BSW 
• Technology and 
Management, BTM 
• Women's Studies, BA 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
• Biology, MSc 
• Community Health 
Science, MSc 
• Education, MEd 
-Educational Counselling 
-Curriculum and 
Instruction 
• Environmental 
Science, MSc 
• First Nations Studies, MA 
• Gender Studies, MA 
• History, MA 
• Interdisciplinary 
Studies,MA 
• International 
Studies,MA 
• Natural Resources 
Management, MSc 
• NaturalResources 
and Environment 
Studies, PhD 
• Political Science, MA 
• Psychology, MSc 
• Social Work, 
MSW mzd Masters 
degrees by special 
arrangement. 
University of Northern British Columbia 
Office of Communications, 3333 University Way, Prince George, B.C. V2N 4Z9 
Fax Number: (604) 960-5543. Please send me more information about UNBC. 
Name: 
Address: 
City/Prov/Postal Code: Phone: 
More information can be accessed on http://www.unbc.edu or through our 24 hour 
answer line 1-604-960-5666. · 
A&E 
ew indie groups 
y girlfriend lives 
in the states-
Washington, to be 
-~ac::t--so I tend to hear 
retreads of the success-
Nirvana/Pearl Jam 
and some are 
retreads of the 
..... ,,,.,,,ru: Heart fortf\.ula. 
are two very 
unformulaic acts that've 
• c·auttnr my ear in the last 
and their indie 
that should be 
boughtb~reyouspend 
another dime on (ugh) The 
Spice Girls. 
Mary Lydia Ryan had the 
gall to put out a great debut 
release without making 
radio-friendly pop. Unlike 
neophytes Fiona Apple and 
Ryan doesn't pander 
to the ol' LCD with breast-
heavy sighs or tunes you can 
sing along to the first time 
you hear them. Rather, she 
gives us intensely personal 
opening track, 'Farewell 
Ophelia.' The credits for this 
seven-minute arrangement 
read "Lyrics by William 
Shakespeare, with adapta-
songs that are 
hard to reach in 
some cases, and 
take many 
listens to 
properly 
comer, woo, 
and finally 
caress. 
Gorgeous 
piano-laden 
chassis are 
graced by 
vocals I, for 
some reason, 
want to 
compare to 
Jennifer Jason 
Leigh in Dorothy 
Parker and the 
Vicious Circle. 
A perfect 
example is the 
tion by Mary Lydia Ryan." 
And you thought 
bands that dropped 
names like David 
Foster were 
confident? The 
score suits the 
monologue very 
well, and just 
like the Bard, it 
takes several 
times through 
the material to 
s catch all the 
j subtle nuances J within. 
~ Ryan will J undoubtedly have 
many Sarah 
McLachlan and Tori 
Amos comparisons 
Mary Lydia Ryan in tossed around in 
Vancouver reviews, and her piano 
style is slightly reminiscent 
of Ms. Amos. However, I've 
heard people compare Bjork 
to Sarah for lack of a defin-
able sound. If you give this 
one a whirl, give it two or 
three or four. I gave it three 
before I started to warm up 
to it, and now it's got heavy 
rotation at my house. 
Call (206) 559-2200 for 
info, or mail PO Box 9765, 
Seattle, WA, USA, 98109, or 
email MLRmanager-
@AOL.com (don't hold the 
AOL thing against them; 
they're good people). 
Dana Lyons gets attention 
with the title track to Cows 
With Guns, then backs off the 
comedy to deliver a fabulous 
set of cause-related folk 
tunes. The lyrics for said title 
track are hilarious, recount-
ing a bovine uprising on the 
way to your gut. And just 
when the bulls looked to be 
beat to the ground (so to 
The Smugglers: Nick Thorrias talks 
is tired, and suffering the The Smugglers first started But in Thomas' opinion, The 
after-effects from a very late out ten years ago. I've seen Smugglers are already 
N ick Thomas, night yesterday at the bands I like and successful. "This year I am 
guitarist for the Starfish Room, but respect move feeling satisfied because The 
legendary Vancou- as soon as he has a from Smugglers are giving me 
ver pop-punk-surf-ska band, drink in his independ- back what I give," he says. 
The Smugglers, is trying to hand, he's entto The Smugglers are not rich 
get out of his band practice tapping his main- or selling millions of albums 
for later tonight. But it's foot to a Beck stream a year, but they have kept 
futile. His thin, lanky frame song on the and still their independence and 
is clad in his trademark radio. have gained things like world 
suit and he's hunched "Beck is one of integrity. . .like tours that other local bands 
the phone. the few main- Beck." can only hope for in the 
Thomas is at the end of a stream artists I For small Canadian music scene. 
respect," says Thomas. Thomas, the Thomas feels the most 
This says a lot about a key to success is having alive while touring. "In 
musician who for the last ten control of his music. He has countries like 
years has been in a band that considered changing The Japan and Spain I 
has worked hard not to Smugglers for all the meet people who 
become mainstream. "Times benefits a big label can bring, love rock and roll 
have changed from when because of bands like Beck. and who sing 
UBC opera head at Douglas 
For music students, and voice students in particular, it was a real treat 
have Nancy Hermiston on stage 
..,.Pr<•ntl in the Noon at New West 
--·nn,,....,,,-+ series. 
Ms. Hermiston is well-known in 
houses throughout Europe 
North America, both as a fine 
coloratura singer and as a 
-"'""'~"'''· She is also Head of the 
and Opera Departments at 
UBC School of Music. The 
of the Piano Depart-
at Douglas College, Ellen 
•v~'TTT"'" acted as accompanist, 
the two made a fine duo. 
Hermiston's choice of repertoire 
just right, with plenty of 
, ..... ,vuu.,a few "risque" pieces, and 
of opportunities to show off 
silvery voice. Her ringing top 
were striking in Frau Flute's 
from The Merry Wives of 
~VtmL~nrby Carl Otto Nicolai. Her 
- •M1no-ability-vital in an opera 
•m~~er-~,vas also evident in her 
_.r::oHhT gestures and sly eye move-
.,.,Pnk as Frau Flute planned to 
a seducer! 
In Josephine's aria by Sir Arthur 
Sullivan from the Gilbert and 
Sullivan hit, HMS Pinafore, 
Hermiston became the shy and 
innocent "ingenue" -but her 
diction was superb and we could 
hear every word. Then there was a 
complete change of mood and 
personality in the selection of 
songs by Kurt Weill, sung in 
German. 
For the 'Berlin in Lights' song, 
Hermiston became blase-and not 
a little evil, then she was hilarious 
in 'The Saga of Jenny' (she got 
herself a husband-but he wasn't 
hers!). 'Nanna's Lied' -the song of 
a girl pushed into prostitution on 
the streets of Berlin at the age of 
seventeen-was Kurt Weill at his 
most cutting, and Hermiston made 
us feel sympathy for this character 
lamenting her lost youth and 
putting on a brave face for her 
"customers." 
Also sung with great feeling was 
George Gershwin's 'The Man I 
Love,' a song which can bring a 
tear to the eye when delivered with 
the kind of sincerity Hermison put 
into it. 
Ellen Silverman, as alway~, gave 
fine accompaniment throughout 
and sparkled along with 
Hermiston in Adele's aria from Die 
Fledermaus by Johann Strauss 
which, with all its opportunities for 
vocal display, rounded off the 
program. 
This was a chance for both voice 
and piano students in the Douglas 
College Music Program to see 
"how it's done"-and we all went 
away determined to practice! 
practice! practice!!! 
Next in the Noon at New 
Westminster concert series will be 
a Baroque Duo-Nan Mackie on 
viol and Valerie Weeks on harpsi-
chord. These two are both well-
known early music performance 
specialists and this concert is a 
must for anyone who likes the full 
rich tones of the cello-like viol and 
the tinkling notes of the harpsi-
chord-forerunner of today' s 
piano. 
Nan Mackie and Valerie Weeks 
will be on stage with their program 
of Baroque favourites in the 
Performing Arts Theatre this 
Thursday, February 27 at 12:30 pm, 
and all are invited. 
-
speak), The order was given to 
turn cows to whoppers I 
Enforced by the might of ten 
thousand coppers I But on the 
horizon surrounding the 
shoppers I Came the deafening 
roar of chickens in choppers. 
The remainder of the 
album is sincere, lyrical and 
more than listenable. It's not 
background music, for sure; 
but folk never has been. 
(Ever try not listening to 
Alice's Restaurant or early 
Dylan when it's on?) If you 
don't like musicomedy, but 
appreciate a guy with 
something to say and a 
guitar in his hand, give this 
one a listen. I caught it at 
A&B Sound last week, or 
you can contact Reigning 
Records at PO Box 2627, 
Bellingham, Washington, 
98227, USA. Or call1-888-
878-COWS. 
along to our songs and the 
world just seems a whole lot 
smaller." This from a guy 
who hates to talk in inter-
views, is known as a cynic, 
and had to be forced to play 
on stage in a high school 
airband competition when 
he first started out. 
''The Smugglers are a 
machine tha,t perpetuates 
itself," says Thomas, "but we 
get to see the world even if 
we do get burned out." 
VeileJ 
Leah Anareone 
RCA/BMG 
She can sing; I'll give her 
that, and her band's not 
bad either. This "newrock" 
band has a distinctive 
flavour; something like 
Sarah McLachlan hitting 
the grunge scene. It's clear 
that Leah Andreone is not 
the only band member 
with talent. Leah co-writes 
all songs with recorder 
producer Rick Neigher. 
Neigher plays bass, e1e:tnc:1 
and acoustic guitar, 
keyboard, organ, and 
harmonica for this release. 
This dynamic duo has 
combined to make a CD 
that's easy to listen to the 
whole way through. The 
following songs are or will 
be on the radio soon: 'It's 
alright, it's OK,' 'Mother's 
tongue,' 'You make me 
remember' and 'Hell to 
pay.' That's the CD with 
the eyes picked out of it. 
So, listen up, and sing 
along with 1t's alright, It's 
OK.' That's the song I can't 
seem to get out of my head 
Maybe it's the rhythm. 
by John Mor 
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Headed to the top 
Douglas' teams provincial bound 
by Jonathan D. Chapman 
These past ten weeks of the BCCAA 
regular season, Douglas teams have 
been doing considerably well. 
Douglas' best hope for the Nation-
als is its volleyball teams. The men 
are ranked ninth in the nation with 
an almost perfect 9-1league record. 
Their only league loss was against 
the pro~nce's second-place 
finishers, Trinity Western Univer-
sity. The men are going into the 
provincials with a bi in the first 
round and Trinity has the other bi. 
Darren Ettles and Ken Kliendienst 
lead the Royals into the provincials, 
both with over 130 kills each, which 
ranks them third and fourth in the 
province for kills (Kliendienst also 
has a 40% ace serves average, which 
is the fourth highest in the prov-
ince). The men travel to Naniamo's 
Malaspina University College to 
face the five other top teams in the 
province during February 22-23. 
As for the women, their chances 
are just as good. They are corning 
into the provincials at Malaspina on 
February 22-23 with an 8-2 record. 
The Royals and Malaspina both 
have bis in the first round, and the 
Royals will have a tough tourna-
ment if they play in the predicted 
final against Malaspina. Malaspina 
has a perfect 1()....{) record in league 
play and their games won and 
games lost record is 37-1, losing 
their only game to Douglas. Becki 
Kosinski is currently the Royals' 
best server, with a 45% avera~e and 
sixth place ranking, although the 
top five servers in BC are from 
Malaspina. Kosinski (67 in 33 
games) also leads the team, along 
with Stacy Dupuis (70 in 29 games) 
and Vesna Rukavina (66 in 33 
games) in the kills department. 
Dupuis is ranked third in the 
province for kills. 
As for basketball, the Royals 
teams both have a week of rest 
before their provincials. The men 
are travelling to Malaspina, and the 
women are travelling to Abbotsford 
where the University College of the 
Fraser Valley is hosting. The lady 
Royals are going into the 
provincials with a 8-10 record and 
are currently sitting in sixth place, 
ready to play the Trinity Western 
University Spartans. The Royals are 
being led by Jasmine Foreman who 
has 237 points and 128 rebounds in 
Grizzlies update 
by Miguel Strother 
We enter into our look at the Vancouver Grizzlies several games after the 
firing of head coach Brian "Lurch" 
Winters, looking at the twelfth and 
thirteenth games of Stu Jackson's 
term platooning as both general 
manager and head coach for the 
team. After only a season and a 
half, Vancouver has already passed 
into a new era, the post Winters 
era. 
February 17, however, was a day 
for the dustpan in Dallas, as the 
Mavericks made one of the biggest 
trades in NBA history with only 
two hours before their date in the 
woods. The wholesale exchange of 
core players between the Maver-
icks and the New Jersey Nets saw 
7'6" centre Shawn Bradley, 6'2" 
guard Robert Pack, 6'3" guard 
Khalid Reeves and 6'8" forward Ed 
O'Bannon exchanged for Dallas' 
Chris Gatling, Jim Jackson, Sam 
Cassell, George McCloud and Eric 
Montross. Unfortunately it was the 
Grizzlies that were out with the 
trash. 
In front of a crowd eagerly 
anticipating the first three game 
winning streak in Vancouver 
basketball history, the Grizzlies lost 
to an eight man team of bench 
pli,iyers led by loud mouthed 
veteran Derrick Harper. Harper, a 
13 year pro, teamed with cham-
pion of virginity AC Green, himself 
a veteran of 11 years, to throttle the 
Cubs in the Garage. 
The Grizzlies Shot 55.7% from 
the field but were pounded inside, 
sweeping up only 24 rebounds in 
the game-compared to Dallas' 42. 
After a humiliating loss to the 
Minnesota 'Iimberwolves in their 
last game (a game which turned 
out to be the last straw for Coach 
Winters), the February 19 rematch 
would be telltale sign of just how 
much improvement the Grizzlies 
had made. 
Certainly this would be an 
important game for 
Stu Jackson, trying to 
avoid the humiliation 
suffered by Winters · 
at the hands of all-
s tars Kevin Garnett 
and Tom Gugliotta, 
while saving some 
face for the fledgling 
franchise. 
The first half 
proved favourable 
for the Grizzlies, as 
the T-wolves failed to 
find anybody, other 
than 30-year-old 
rookie centre Dean 
Garrett, able to 
penetrate the 
hardworking Griz-
zlies defense. 
Although Vancouver 
shot poorly from the 
field they managed 
to swing the momentum of the 
game in their favour, taking a slim 
40-38 lead into the locker room at 
the half. 
A horribly botched lay-up by 
second-year pro Kevin Garnett 
sparked a scene which typified the 
'Iimberwolves' play throughout 
the first two quarters. Momentarily 
forgetting the elastic band of 
reminder which is wrapped on his 
left wrist, Garnett grabbed his gum 
and threw it into the crowd. 
Garnett claimed after the game 
that the simple elastic band, a large 
contrast to the huge diamond 
chunk in his ear, is to help him 
with the discipline needed of a 
young professional with a flam-
boyant air, '1f I get mad I snap it 
real hard and it reminds me to 
keep my cool." 
The hard work of the first half 
was quickly forgotten in the worst 
shooting quarter of Grizzlies 
history. The Bears lost all control 
and began a skid which saw the 
small lead tum into an insur-
mountable twenty point deficit. 
The team shot a record 13.3% from 
the field and scored only seven 
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Douglas women's basketball team climbing their way to the top! 
league play. Stacey Reykdal has 240 Allison Gill has got her ladies ready bounds). Jon Fast will be expected 
to work hard after his 189 rebounds 
in league action. The men are 
currently sitting in fourth place and 
are probably going to be matched 
up with the Okanagan University 
College Lakers. 
points and 111 rebounds, while to drive the lane through to the 
Andrea Dufva has 198 points. This finals. 
strong offensive play has been The men are also awaiting the 
complemented with the strong provincials. They are being led by 
defense of veteran guard Leanne their star guard Bijan Jiany and 
Trotter. It will be a long road their highest point getter Lee 
through the provincials, but coach Craven (233 points and 138 re-
points throughout the entire third 
quarter. 
These are tough times for the 
young franchise, no question. The 
team is fighting to earn the respect 
of other organizations and trying 
to find the confidence necessary to 
win. But with the team having 
mental lapses the like of which 
they had on both Monday and 
Wednesday, it's going to be hard. 
During one break in the play 
Coach Jackson heard it from 
Mavericks player Doug West. 
Jackson brushed off whatever was 
said, trying to show West and the 
bench of players behind him that 
he was unaffected, but it must 
have been tough. His team is 
young, they fight as hard as they 
can every night but inexperience 
proves to be too much. On top of 
that Jackson has to grit his teeth as 
some punk tells him, an NBA 
general manager, about the game 
of basketball in front of 15 729 fans 
and a team that needs somebody to 
look up to. It's tough to be the new 
kid, being picked on and teased, 
but that seems to be the fate of the 
Grizzlies, at least for now. 
Trotter 
Age: 21 
Program: General Studies, Phys Ed 
Why did you join basketball? I love playing basketball. I also like the 
competitiveness and the camaraderie. 
Did you play any other sports as well as basketball? I used to play 
volleyball and basketball, but when I went to high school I chose 
to play basketball. 
What will you do in the future with basketball? I think I'll just end it. I 
don't know if I'll play any further. I'm going to UBC to study 
Human Kinetics. I don't know if I'll try out and I'll probably end 
up playing in a women's league. 
What colour smartie would you be? I'd be red. 
Because the best gets saved for last? Yeah. 
Gri.zzlies t .ickets 
So you want free Grizzly tickets? Well, then all you 
have to do is write down your name and phone 
number, and submit it to Jonathan D. Chapman at 
The Other Press office (room 1020), by Thursday, . 
February 27,1997. So, if you want.to go to see Allen 
Iverson and Jerry Stackhouse on February 28, when 
the Philadelphia: 76ers come to town, then you'd 
better get your submissions in. First prize 1s a new 
car, (OK .it isn't, but I've always wanted to do tha.t). 
First prjze is the tickets and the second and third 
prizes are Other Press T-shlrts. Get those submis· 
sions in because time is running out! · 
